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Potential Sources 
of Conflict���

✤  Masks

✤  Common space

✤  Community meals

✤  Community kids

✤  Protecting the medically vulnerable



Masks���
✤  In all common indoor areas

✤  When around others and physical 
distancing (6 feet) can’t be maintained 
- Outside OR inside

✤  New Mask Mandate in Colorado

✤  “When entering or moving within 
any public indoor space”

✤  Any mask makers among us?

✤  Must cover mouth AND nose

✤  We may not all be on the same page 
about this

✤  Where do you get your news? 
Guidance can be varied, and so are 
opinions



Common Indoor Spaces���

✤  Indoor areas we all may use

✤  Close them altogether?

✤  Reduce # of occupants at any given 
time, maintain physical distance?

✤  Just wear a mask?

✤  Thorough and frequent cleaning?

✤  Indoor spaces only some may use, e.g. 
exercise room, guest rooms

✤  Close them altogether?

✤  One household at a time, no more than 
2 users at a time, etc.?

✤  Wear a mask while working out?

✤  Increase ventilation?

✤  More frequent and strict cleaning?



Community Meals���

✤  Full stop!

✤  Partial stop?

✤  Outdoor meals only, potlucks, BBQ’s

✤  Use of a serving line, one household at a 
time

✤  Spread out tables/chairs for distancing

✤  Masks when not actually eating

✤  Strict cleaning measures



Kid Play���

✤  Kids wear masks

✤  No close-up play, 
outdoors only

✤  Bicycling, ball play, hide 
and seek are least risky

✤  Playgrounds? Casa Verde kids playing with their stuffies in masks outside, 
different households spaced apart



Protecting the medically vulnerable���

✤  The conflict lies in the risk, and who is taking it

✤  Young without risk factors? I’ll take the risk….

✤  Not young yet no risk factors? Maybe not worth the risk…

✤  But, what if I bring it in to the community??


